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THE UNCERTAINTIES IN ESTIMATING MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTIES* (U)

$ohn P. Clark and A. Harper Shull

Westinghouse Savannah River Company

Abstract random), and discusses the methodology for determining
quantitative estimates of the uncertainty associated with

All measurements include some error. Whether measurements. Ronald Dieck states on page l l of
measurements are used for accountability, environmental Measurement Uncertainty: Methods and Applications,
programs or process support, they are of little value unless
they are accompanied by an estimate of the measurement's Measurement uncertainty analysis is a
uncertainty. This fact is often overlooked by the individuals function of the measurement system. It is
who need measurements to make decisions. This paper will necessary to completely define the measurement
discuss the concepts of measurement, measurement errors system before proceeding with an uncertainty
(accuracy or bias and precision or random error), physical and analysis. After that definition, error sources may
error models, measurement control programs, examples of be treated as either precision or bias. [1]
measurement uncertainty, and uncertainty as related to
measurement quality. Measurements are comparisons of Statistical methods are used to analyze measurement data
unknowns to knowns, estimates of some true value plus and quantify the various types of error.
uncertainty; and are no better than the standards to which they
are compared. Direct comparisons of unknowns that match Tnis paper will not go into the methods, but will focus on
the composition of knowa standards will normally have small the fact that the error analyses also have uncertainty that
uncertainties. In the real world, measurements usually further contributes to the total uncertainty associated with the
involve indirect comparisons of significantly difference quality of a measurement. Examples of random and
materials (e.g., measuring a physical property of a chemical systematic measurement errors and some sources of error that
element in a sample having a matrix that is significantly are often neglected in quantifying measurement uncertainty
different from calibration _tandards matrix). Consequently, are discussed below.
there are many sources of error involved in measurement
processes that can affect the quality of a measurement and it Background
associated uncertainty. How the uncertainty estimates are
determined and what they mean is as important as the Custodians of nuclear material are required to both
measurement. The process of calculating the uncertainty of a account for the number of containers of NM in their
measurement itself has uncertainties that must be handled possession and the amount of NM in the containers. The

correctly. Examples of chemistry laboratory measurement processes for doing these tasks are different. To determine
uncertainties will be reviewed in this report and the number of containers in a vault, one must count them. To
recommendations made for improving measurement determine the amount of NM in the containers, it must be
uncertainties, measured. Counting is done in whole integer. Measurements

can have fractions of the integers that are rounded off to some
acceptable level. Measurements never get down to

Introduction determining the whole number of NM atoms in the container.
It is importaat to recognize this difference.

The purpose of measurements is the same whether they

are used for nuclear material (NM) accountability, legal The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is concerned
transactions, health evaluations, environmental monitoring, or about the quality of those measurements and requires its
process support-to characterize the state or performance of a contractors to establish measurement control programs
physical process. Knowledge of both the processes under (MCPs) to quantify and control NM measurement quality.
consideration and the measurement system is required to have MCPs are requh'ed to be referenced to and validated by
a proper understanding of measurement datum and its national measurements and standsrds programs. DOE Order
application. The pressure to use a measurement for decision 5633.3A specifies the program requirements and stipulates
making is often so great that users often assume it is correct that "Each facility shall select, qualify and validate
and/or disregard the uncertainty they have. measurement methods capable of providing the desired levels

of precision and accuracy." In chapter 2 of this order there are
Every measurement ever made has been in error to some about a dozen references to determining accuracy and/or

degree. Error is the difference between the true and meast_ I precision. [2]
value. However, there are several circumstances whe,
measurements are considered to be true. These occur when

the measured value matches the expected value and is DOE regulations do not mandate specific procedures and
frequently called "good" data. Data that fails to meet details to meet the requirements. These regulations set
expected values are considered "bad" measurements. These objectives and allow contractors to develop individual
terms are subjective, ambiguous and should never be used to programs and procedures. Often the MCP determination of
describe measurement quality, the measurement quality underestimates the uncertainty of a

measurement system. The authors have evaluated many MCP

Measurements are of little value unless they are accompanied and the data generated by them and have observed many
by estimates of the measurement's uncertainty. The U. S. Air opportunities for improvement in identifying and managing
Force's handbook on "measurement uncertainty" divides error measurement error. Many laboratories do not report
sources into two types, bias (or systematic) and precision (or uncertainty estimates with the measurements they generate.
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Most analytical laboratory customers do not want uncertainty Measurements
estimates given with the analytical results they receive. Many
of the analysts and chemists involved in making analytical Measurement is the process of determining the value of
measurements do not fully understand measurement some quantity expressed in a standard unit. The scientific
uncertainty and related concepts. Consequently, there is community normally uses the standard units defined in the
justifiable reason to believe there can be much uncertainty metric system. For weight, we use the kilogram and for
associated with measurement uncertainty estimates, volume, the liter.

The metrology community has been concerned about a The quality relationship of a measurement is usually
standard method of expressing measurement uncertainty. The referred to as accuracy. The closer the measured value is to
scientific field of metrology includes the National Institutes of the true or expected value, the more accurate the
Standards and Technology (NIST) and other national and measurement.

calibration laboratories. The International Standards Measurements are comparisons of unknown property to
Organization has recognized the need for standardizing the known property era standard. The example of a double pan
method for determining measurement uncemtinty statements, balance illustrates a direct comparison as the known weight
These efforts will be discussed below, pieces are added to one pan to "balance" the unknown weight

In the nuclear field, the International Atomic Energy on the other pan.

Agency (IAEA) has developed lists of "Target Values for Measurements have uncertainty because the "true
Uncertainty Components in Fissile Isotope and Element..." value" is not known absolutely. As mentioned in the
measurements used for accountability. [3] These target values illustration of measuring a can of NM, the exact number of
are the standard deviations associated with a single laboratory atoms of NM is unknown and physical limitations of
making repeated measurements on a sample. These values are measurement equipment preclude determining the NM.
much smaller than standard deviation estimates for similar

measurements from a production support laboratory. The Therefore, we must conclude measurements have error to
short answer for the difference is there are more variables some degree. It may be in the last decimal place of the
affecting the measurements in the production lab. The IAEA display of an instrument, or it may be relatively large
target values are attainable if a facility expends the effort and compared to the total amount of material measured.

resources to control the variables affecting the quality of a Measurement comparisons can be divided into two
measurement, classifications. First, the laboratory compares the unknown

Knowledge of both the processes being sampled and the sample property to the same property of a standard. The
comparisons may be simple, like measuring solutions of pH

laboratory's measurement process is essential to develop buffers and samples on a pH meter. Comparisons may bemethods, train personnel, procure standards and equipment,
and control the quality of the measurement. This knowledge complicated (e.g., isotope dilution mass spectrometry on
includes understanding measurements, error classifications, radioactive samples that are spiked, extracted, and processed.
models of measurements and errors, and uncertainties. Complex calculations are required to establish ratios and

recoveries. There are many chances for error to enter this

Models for Mass Measurements type of measurement process.

The second type is the customer comparing the
Mass comparison is comparing the weight of an object laboratory result with his expected value, lie may have stable

or material to weights generated by loose weight pieces, built- process he is monitoring, knows exactly what value he should
in weight pieces, or a counterweight. This is illustrated by the get, and how the lab results compare over time. However, he
double pan balance. Mass standards or weighing pieces are may have a new process and does not know much about it.
placed on the pan opposite the material being weighed until He may expect not to find some element and is surprised
the scale balances, when the lab reports a positive value.

In force comparison, the weight of a load is A standard compares the unknown to its known
compensated by electromagnetic forces. Examples are the property. Measurements are no more accurate than the
newer electronic balances in the laboratory. Balances of this standards to which they are compared. National standards
type measure the total gravitational force, or weight, rather recommend the uncertainty of the standard should be 1/4 of
than compare forces. When a mass is added to the pan, a the measurement method's uncertainty. For example, if a
position sensor detects that the pan has been lowered and method had a 1% uncertainty, the standard's reference values
increases the current through the coil, providing a magnetic should be near 0.25%. In some cases, it may be impossible to
counterforce that returns the balance pan to the original get a standard with that uncertainty ratio. For accountability,
position. The compensating current is in direct proportion to the standards must have traceabiLity to NIST or a national
the mass on the pan. measurement base. Whenever possible, standards should

match the sample matrix of the unknown. Lastly, a laboratory
A mass measurement or measurand is determined by should have more than one source of standards to avoid biases

directly or indirectly comparing the mass of an unknown and should use different stm_dards for calibration and quality
object to the mass of known standards. Even the absolute or control.
true value of the standard is unknown, but lies within an

estimate of its uncertainty. Therefore, the measurand includes Normal variation is variation in a process that occurs
the random and systematic errors of the measurement process randomly and naturally and is part of the nature of the
and the standard's uncertainty, measurement process. When a large number of measurements

are averaged, half of the values should be above the average



(measured) = 100 nd (stated value) + 0.5 ml (error). All
volumes measured in this flask would tend to be biased

RANDOM ERROR positively. Error models can also be divided into the following
classifications:

Awq, _,e c,lt_ Additive error model-Errors are assumed to be independentammm_
m_ of the item's true value m. For a measured value x, the model

_.ion arof would be x = m + e. An example of this would be the random

r-mm_ef /_[_ --,at standard deviation of an analytical balance that is typicallyone display unit on the readouL

e...._ /! I I IL.___.._ m,t,_,_ l'roportionalerror model-Errors are assumed to be

IIilF v. dependent upon the magnitnde of the measurement true value

for a measured value x and the error e would be a proportion.
The error model would be x = m + me.

temmmat _ Mixed error modd-Errors from both additive and
proportional sources are present and are usually random and

Figure 1. Distribution of variation in measurements systematic respectively.

in a normal distribution of values. A plot of the distribution Examples of Measurement Errors
of random error is shown in Figure 1.

Inadequate knowledge of measurement systems and
Non-random variation is variation that usually has a errors is the common denominator in many measurement

known or assignable cause. These variations are often called quality problems. The authors routinely evaluate MC data
"systematic errors" or "biases." For example, using a pipette and investigate measurement problems. It is rare to find an
that is out of calibration, could cause all results to be individual who has complete knowledge of all facets of a
consistently lower than expected. The average of measurement system and the statistical methods for analyzing
m_asurements showing this type of variation is not zero when measurement error. Problems are usually resolved in an
compared to the reference value of a standard, iterative fashion. The statistician usually works with

empirical data in performing an analysis. Such a case
Accuracy and Precision involved a density method. In evaluating quality control data,

much of the testing and evaluation is done empirically. Little

Larry Bruckner has aptly described measurement errors knowledge of the measurement process is available to the
in his paper, "A Measurement Control Program To Meet statistician, Hence, the conclusions he derives from the dat_
Desired Levels of Precision and Accuracy", in the Journal of may not reflect the real world where data was collected. Two
the Institute of Nuclear Materials Management. He clarifies a examples of measurement error are discussed below. The first
major cause for underestimating the random error associated is the calibration process for pipettes and the second is the
with mass measurements in his definition of precision. [4] quality conU'ol data for adensity method.

Accuracy is a measure of how closely the result of an Pipette Calibrations
analysis matches a known, or true, value. Accuracy is

sometimes defined to include both bias and precision. A The manufacturer of a calibratable pipette lists the
measurement is said to be accurate if it is both precise and accuracy and precision specifications for each size pipette.
unbiased. Accuracy is the average deviation, over time, of the The objective of the calibration is to estimate the bias of the
measured value of a standard from its assigned valued, volume the pipette delivers, with an average volume based on

Precision has two terms to describe the reasonable a specific number of pipettings (4, 10, or 30). Adjustments
should be made so the final average value and the associated

extreme of its meanings, repeat-ability and reproducibility, standard deviation fall within the specification tolerances
Repeatability refers to the ability of an insUaanent to repeat a
measurement under essentially the same working conditions shown in Figure 2.
(same operator, time, and environment). Reproducibility is
different concerning the number of sources of variation. T,_V_
Reproducibility refers to an instrument's ability to reproduce [,....._ t,mw _t_ _ _._.41
a measurement through time when is operating and operated [- ,ms?_ T s_s,._ -I
properly by different operators on different days.

F

Models E
Q

A model is any written expression of a theory that describes a u _.
mathemat/ca/re/at/onsh/p. Knowledge of two types of
models is important for understanding measurement systems N _ :._
and measurement quality. First is the physical model that c
describes the measurement process. An example is volume = v
length * width * height. Second is the error model that

describes measurement uncertainty. Measurement is true _ '_i _ _ III
(stated) value plus error (x = m + e). An example is a '
measured volume of a lO0-milliliter flask: 1003 ml Figure 2. Pipette calibration tolerances
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Figure 3. Pipette calibration variations by data sets Figure 5. SD estimates from different data sets

Pipette Calibration Errors The data were sorted by standard, histograms, and
dis_butions were ploU_l. Figure 7 shows there are three

An experiment was conducted where an experienced distributions for the zeparate standards and a fourth for the
analyst performed several calibrations on the samepipette in average of all the data. The good laboratory practices for
sets of 4, 10, or 30 pipettings of water that were weighed on measurements suggests all known biases be corrected. In this
an analytical balance. Figure 3 shows histograms of the data situation, the individual biases differ from the average bias.
group by size of the data set. The range of average values is To apply the average bias correction to all the standards
much greater for the smaller data sets. About 5% of the would make the results on standard with the negative bias
averages of the smaller data sets indicate the pipette is within even worse. The different biases in the standards contributed
the calibration range, so no recalibration would be performed, significantly to the total standard deviation for the method.
This can be seen more clearly in Figure 4 that shows the
distributions of the data sets, as opposed to the histograms. The magnitude of the average bias is four times the

instrument standard deviation. Figure 8 shows the average of

In the calibration testing, the precision is also evaluated, all the quality control data, the distribution of the data, and the
In Figure 5, a histogram of the standard deviation of the data average bias. This illustrates a random distribution with a
sets shows the smaller data sets tend to have smaller standard non-zero mean. Recommendations were made to prepare new
deviations. Part of the reason for this observation is the standards that would have uncertainties no greater than the
practice of discarding pipettings' results that appear to be in density instrument.
error. To adequately estimate the precision (repeatability) of
a pipette, at least 10 pipettings should be made. Measurement Uncertainties

Density Measurement Errors For more than a decade the international community has
worked toward a standardized approach to expressing

Density measurements arc routinely made in a plant to uncertainty. The ISO Guide on this subject is lengthy and at
validate sample homogeneity. The repeatability of a density times unclear. Statisticians from NIST have prepared a
meter is typically one display unit on the density meter. Most technical note that describes its position. Excerpts are listed
of the meters are four-place instruments. When this set of below. [5]
186 quality control measurements was evaluated (See Figure
6), the estimate of the standard deviation was an order of The emerging international consensus on the approach to
magnitude greater than the instrument standard deviation, expressing uncertainty in measurement has been
This prompted further testing of the data set. recommended by the International Committee for

Weights and Measures/CIPM). Movement toward
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Figure 4. Distributions from different sized data sets Figure 6. Density method quality plot
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INDIVIDUALDENSITYSTANDARD in the CIPM approach, may be groupedinto two
categories according to the method used to estimate

BIASDISTRIBUTIONS theirnumericalvalues:

L_ Type A. Those which are evaluated by statisticalmorns .-''_ methods and are characterized by statistical

._ .... sn_.Im'_ variances,p,r _ t h _s1_lJlem

*?' L_.[ r_"_ --.-m.t_ Type B. Those that are evaluated by other means.

/j j/]_ [,_j,...,u. __._k,_ NOTE-The difference between error and
:- __r..:..:_._._:,_..,,*-__l.T!:_,.:,_x",_. _ ......, .... ; ; uncertainty should always be borne in mind. For

_a0 _ 4ram toms tram ua0 tam example, the result of a measurement after
a_t_mmsr_e correction can unknowably be very close to the

unknown value of the measurand, and thus have

Figure 7. Distributions of the different standards negligible error, even though it may have a large
unceminty.

international adoption of the CIPM approach for
expressing uncertainty is driven to a large extent by Basic to the CIPM approach is representing each
the global economy and marketplace. Its worldwide component of uncertainty that contributes to the
use will allow measurements performed in different uncertainty of a measurement result by an estimated
countries and in sectors as diverse as science, standard deviation, termed standard uncertainty
engineering, commerce, i_dustry, and regulation to with suggested symbol Ui, and equal to the positive
be more easily understood, interpreted, and square root of the estimated variance.
compared.

A Type B evaluation of standard uncertainty is
It establishes general rules for evaluating and usually based on scientific judgment using all the
expressing uncertainty in measurement intended to relevant information available, which may include:
be applicable to a broad spectrum of measurements.
The basis of this Gu/de is International Committee previous measurement data,
for Weights and Measures(CIPM) Recom- experience with, or general knowledge of, the
mendation 1 (CI-1981) accepting Recommendation behavior and property of relevant materials and
INC-1(1980) of the Working Group on the instruments,
Statement of Uncertainties convened by the BIPM - manufacturer's specifications,
at the request of the CIPM. The CIPM - data provided in calibration and other reports,
Recommendation is the only recommendation and
concerning the expression of uncertainty in - uncertainties assigned to reference data taken
measurement endorsed by an intergovernmental from handbooks.
organization.

Major Point in Determining
Classification of Components Uncertainty Estimates
of Uncertainty

Because the reliability of evaluations of components of
uncertaintydependson the qualityof the information

The uncertainty of the result of a measurement available, it is recommended that all parameters upon
generally consists of several components that, which the measurand depends be varied to the fullest

extent practicable so that the evaluations are based as
much as possible on observed data. Whenever feasible,

DENSITY BIAS DISTRIBUTION ,heuse of empirical models of the measurement process
founded on long-term quantitative data. and the use of
checkstandards and control chartsthat canindicate if a

AVERAGEBIAS-.00043 _,_i'1_ measurement _'rocess is under statistical control, shculd
ST,_O_O /I be part of the ,ffort to obtain reliable evaluations of

O_AnON-._O __ components of ,,nccrtainty. Type A evaluations of

uncertainty based -m limited data are not necessarily
more reliable than "l.vpeB evaluations. [6]

! 1_ % Statistically derived e,timates of measurement process
variables must be derived from real world conditions that

_ . . , capture all random errors that will affect the _mcertainty
.0an 4_ 0 tom tom estimate. As seen in the density measurement standard

OE3/IAIIOtiFROMSTNqOARO deviation calculation, when different standards are used on
different instruments over a long time, the uncertainty of the

Figure 8. Distribution of all QC data and average bias density measurements expands appreciably.
uncertainties
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(standard error and coverage factor) and correct for all Meet Desired Levels of Precision and Accuracy",
known biases. Journal of the Institute of Nuclear Material Management

Vol. XIX, Number 1, pp. 29-34, October 1990/January
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5. Taylor, B. N. and C. E. Kuyatt, "Guidelines for
Measurements have uncertainty. Their utility depends on Evaluating and Expressing the Uncertainty of NIST

having good estimates of their uncertainty. To adequately Measurement Results", NIST Technical Note 1297, pp. 1-
meet customer requirements in providing the quality required 5, January 1993.
for his work, one must have knowledge of both his plant 6. ISO Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in
process and the measurement process. This knowledge Measurement. Prepared by ISO Technical Advisory
includes knowing the sources of error that will affect the Group 4 (TAG 4), and Working Group 3 ('WG 3), June
measurements before developing a plan for making 1992.
measurements that will meet the customer's requirements and
implementing a program to control and evaluate the
measurement process. By determining the magnitude of
measurement errors, they can be managed in a total quality
fashion. Operator training should include instruction in
measurement uncertainty and taught how to monitor and
evaluate the measurement control data they generate from
measuring the standards used to validate the measurement
process. Estimates of the measurement system's
reproducibility precision and accuracy should be calculated
routinely and compared with the user's requirements. Take
corrective action where needed. Control limits and uncertainty
estimates should be based up MCP data that include all the
random and systematic errors' contributions to the
measurement process. It takes work and time to identify and
manage mass measurement error, but the adequate control ol
of measurement quality is the major benefit.
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